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Chapter 3701: boasting 

His status was much higher than that of the wizard ancestor? 

Are you crazy? 

The twelve ancestors of sorcery were all at the peak level of Sage-to! be. If he was higher than them, 

wouldn’t he be! heavenly path Sage? 

Suddenly, everyone’s eyes were on Chen Xiaobei. 

The contempt, disdain, and contempt from before were all swept away and replaced by shock, horror, 

surprise, inexplicable, and disbelief! 

No one would have believed it. 

However, since it was said by Emperor Jiang himself, they had to believe it! 

“May I … May I ask who this young master Chen is?” MoShang Guyun, who was the most senior, was still 

kneeling on the ground. His expression was pious, and his tone was humble. He was extremely 

respectful. 

The surrounding people didn’t dare to disobey and maintained their kneeling posture. 

 young master Chen is the reincarnation of the ancestral Saint Pangu!  

Emperor Jiang was using all his strength to blow his own trumpet. 

Emissaries, bloodlines, and so on were all weak! 

The reincarnated spirit child! 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei was Pangu! Pangu was Chen Xiaobei! 

“Hiss …” 

In an instant, gasps of shock erupted from the crowd! Everyone seemed to be in extreme shock. Their 

pupils shrank, their scalps went numb, and even their bodies trembled. 

It could only be said that Emperor Jiang’s boasting was too explosive. 

Even Chen Xiaobei himself was shocked. He was not mentally prepared for this. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei was planning to look for the bloodline of Pangu, he had not even started on 

that. 

However, even though he was boasting, Emperor Jiang’s prestige was still there! 

As the head of the ancestors of sorcery, Emperor Jiang’s words were an unquestionable truth for the Wu 

tribe! 

 greetings, ancestral Saint Pangu … Greetings, Your Excellency …  
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The next moment, the 79 Mystic gods and the two nine-star heavenly gods all kneeled on the ground 

and bowed to Chen Xiaobei. 

Their expressions were extremely pious, and their minds had changed. They had become Chen Xiaobei’s 

followers. 

“What the f * ck … This works too?!” 

Chen Xiaobei was speechless. He did not know if he should say that the witches were devout. Or should 

they be called simple? 

They believed him just because he was bragging? 

Didn’t that mean that if he could broadcast Emperor Jiang’s bragging to the 80th day of the primordial 

era, he would be able to recruit all the people as his followers? 

If it really worked, wouldn’t that be awesome? 

“Get up!” He said. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was still very calm.  “Serious matters are more important! I’m here today to 

provide you with food!” 

“Food? As expected of the ancestral Saint! He saw through what we needed the most at a glance!” 

The crowd was excited, and their belief in Chen Xiaobei’s identity as the reincarnation of Pangu grew. 

“That’s great! That’s great!” 

MoShang Guyun’s eyes widened as he trembled with excitement.  as long as there’s enough food, we 

can send more troops over. Even if we can’t turn defeat into victory, we can at least firmly hold the 

Dragon Sparrow fortress!  

“Lord ancestral Saint is truly our Savior! With food, the 81 heavens of the primordial era will be saved!” 

Zuo songxu and the others were even more excited. They were still kneeling on the ground, not willing 

to get up. Their respect for Chen Xiaobei was soaring. 

“May I ask, Lord ancestral Saint, how much food have you brought?” 

Among the crowd, Wei Qianzhong was more cautious. He said in a deep voice, ” “If there’s a lack of 

food, I’m afraid it won’t affect the battle!” 

“Heh, you’re underestimating me! Isn’t it just some food? When the time comes, just don’t overeat!”  

alright!  Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” give me your storage bracelets!  

“Yes, sir!” 

The crowd quickly lined up and walked to Chen Xiaobei with their storage bracelets. 

Chen Xiaobei had already exchanged 8.1 trillion bags of celestial fertilizer with his merit points. 

Now that they were split equally, each heaven would get 100 billion bags of celestial spiritual fertilizer. 

“This … Isn’t this just normal fertilizer? You must be joking, Lord ancestral Saint!” 



Zuo songxu was taken aback. He said awkwardly, ” “We can also make this fertilizer! Although I can’t 

make as many as you, this really isn’t anything special …” 

“Yup …” 

Wei Qianzhong’s face was filled with disappointment.   this fertilizer can only speed up the growth of 

food slightly. It can’t solve the urgent needs at all!  

As soon as this was said, the surrounding people also revealed a look of great disappointment. 

Even MoShang Guyun couldn’t hold it in anymore, he sighed, ”  it seems like we can’t escape the fate of 

defeat. Even the Holy ancestor can’t change this …  

“Everyone, quiet down!” 

Facing everyone’s disappointment, Chen Xiaobei smiled and said calmly, ” “The celestial fertilizer is used 

to grow plants in the heaven realm, so the effect is naturally not very good! But! If it’s used to grow 

plants from the human world, the effect would be absolutely explosive!” 

 a … A plant from the human world!?  Everyone was stunned for a moment before they understood 

what Chen Xiaobei meant.  could it be that Lord ancestral Saint has the seeds of food from the human 

world!?  

“That’s right! Not only that! And there are many, many of them!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “You guys line up again so I can split it evenly between you guys!” 

As soon as he said that, the disappointment on everyone’s faces disappeared completely and was 

replaced with excitement again. 

The reason was simple. There was a grade requirement for the fertilizer and seeds. 

The celestial fertilizer could only increase the speed by a little. If it was used to plant divine-level seeds, 

it would have no effect at all. 

If it was used to plant seeds of the human world that had no levels, it could naturally increase the speed 

of growth to a great extent. 

Back then, Chen Xiaobei used the divine fertilizer to grow the Peach Pit into the first love peach tree 

overnight. 

Now, with the fertilizer and seeds, the people were mobilized to plant them. 

Before sunrise the next day, the 81 heavens of the primordial era would be able to welcome a huge 

harvest. 

Of course, the food produced could not feed everyone, but it was definitely enough to support the 

consumption of the 81 heavens for two to three months! 

“Thank you, Lord ancestral sainth … Thank you, Lord ancestral sainth … You really are our Savior! On 

behalf of all the people of the 81 heavens of the primordial era, we thank you for your kindness!” 



All of a sudden, led by MoShang Guyun, the leaders of the 81 heavens once again worshipped Chen 

Xiaobei. They now regarded Chen Xiaobei as the reincarnation of the ancestral Saint, Pangu. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei did not show any abilities related to Pangu, everyone still believed him. 

Chen xuanbei’s name would also spread throughout the 81 heavens of the primordial era overnight! 

All the people would see Chen Xiaobei as Pangu himself! 

 the rear has basically been stabilized …  

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” next, we should discuss how to end the war!  
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3702 Dharmakaya turning into demon 

“End … End the war? This … How is this possible!” 

Wei Qianzhong’s brows furrowed slightly, and his eyes were filled with surprise.  “Even if we have 

enough food, we can only hold the front line. There’s no way we can turn the tide! How can we end the 

war?” 

“No… It’s not just unending!” 

“Don’t forget that food will run out sooner or later, but the demons are constantly sending 

reinforcements!” Zuo songxu said in a deep voice. With this, we’ll still be on the path of failure!” 

They were telling the truth. Even with the food that Chen Xiaobei had given them, the situation was still 

not looking good. 

For a moment, the others around them also seemed very anxious. Their excitement just now was 

doused with a basin of cold water, making them feel down again. 

“Everyone! Let’s not jump to conclusions!” 

At this moment, MoShang Guyun was the calmest among them. He stood out, his old face full of 

conviction, ” “Since the Holy ancestor has set the goal of ending the war, he must have a way! Everyone, 

quiet down and listen!” 

As soon as this was said, everyone really did not say anything more. 

Firstly, MoShang Guyun had a high prestige, and his words carried enormous weight. No one would 

disobey him! 

Secondly, it was just like the food issue earlier. No one believed it, but Chen Xiaobei was able to do it! 

Therefore, at this moment, everyone was willing to be like MoShang Guyun and have absolute trust in 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, other than trusting Chen Xiaobei, they had no other choice. They could only wait for their 

food to run out and be defeated. 
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“My plan is actually very simple!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “As long as we cut off the enemy’s channel of reinforcements, we can stop the 

enemy’s strength from growing. Furthermore, we can also disrupt the enemy’s morale! Once the morale 

of the Army is in chaos, it will be time for us to counterattack!” 

“This …” 

MoShang Guyun’s expression froze for a moment before he frowned and said, ” “That’s easy to say, but 

it’s absolutely impossible! First of all, we don’t know where the passage is! Secondly, even if we know, 

we don’t have the ability to cut it off!” 

 you have to know that the reinforcement channel is the supply lifeline of the demon Army. It must be at 

the rear, and it must be heavily guarded!  

 more importantly, if there are any strange movements, the enemy’s high-level profound deity will kill 

their way here. At that time, not only will we not be able to destroy the passageway, but we might also 

be wiped out there!  

Obviously, the South of the Dragon Sparrow mountain range was already the territory of the demons. It 

was dangerous to sneak in, not to mention destroying the enemy’s supply lifelines. 

The strongest person on the scene, MoShang Guyun, was only a two-star Mystic deity. Even if the 

enemy’s Mystic deity was a three-star Mystic deity, it was enough to crush everyone. 

Moreover, there was still the vast demon Army that could form a powerful battle formation, which 

could make it even more impossible for them to return. 

“Everyone, don’t worry …” 

But just as everyone was feeling anxious, Chen Xiaobei made a very domineering decision.   I will 

complete this mission myself. I don’t need your participation!  

Everyone was shocked. 

“How can this be? That would be too dangerous! We can’t let you go alone …” 

“Yup! Although you’re the reincarnation of the Holy ancestor Pangu, your cultivation base is not high 

yet. If anything happens to you, we’ll have to bear the blame!” 

“Lord ancestral Saint! Don’t be impulsive. Let’s defend the fortress first and wait for the situation to 

change! There might be a chance for a turnaround!” 

Everyone was very loyal to Chen Xiaobei and did not want him to take any risks. 

After all, the success rate of this kind of operation was almost zero. To be able to come back alive 

required a lot of luck. If one was not careful, they would die without a burial place! 

This was not a joke! 

“I’ve already decided on this matter. You all go back and arrange for the planting of food and the 

dispatch of troops! You don’t need to persuade me anymore, this is an order!” 



Chen Xiaobei already had a plan in mind. Although his tone was calm, it exuded an unquestionable 

dominance. 

“We … Will do as you command …” 

Everyone was still worried, but Chen Xiaobei had already used the word ‘order’. They could not disobey 

him, so they had to obey. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei let Xu ao and the rest out and asked them to go back on their word about the Azure cloud 

tribe and arrange for them to plant the crops. 

After all, the Warriors of the Azure cloud tribe were almost all wiped out, and the head tribal chief had 

been captured by the enemy. 

Under such circumstances, Xu ao and the others were the backbone of the Azure cloud tribe. Although 

they were only responsible for growing crops, it was not a light task. 

After everyone had left. 

Chen Xiaobei took out the returning bracelet and brought Emperor Jiang, candle Dragon, and Xu Tianxin 

back to the place where he could connect to the Three Realms divine net. 

“Bro bei!” 

“What are you thinking?” Emperor Jiang asked worriedly. Can you reveal some of your plans to us? 

Otherwise, we won’t be able to rest easy!” 

Hearing this, the candle Dragon and Xu Tianxin nodded their heads. They were very worried. 

 my plan is to sneak into the enemy’s territory by myself. Then, I’ll find a way to cause destruction!  Chen 

Xiaobei said. 

 one person?!  

“Master, are you saying that you won’t even bring the three of us?” Xu Tianxin asked in shock. 

“Right! The three of you will be on standby in the Meru space! When I need you, I will summon you! You 

don’t have to follow me during normal times!” 

“You guys don’t have to object!” Chen Xiaobei said. You were all there when Xu ao was rescued! To the 

South of the Dragon Sparrow mountain range, there were demons almost everywhere! If the three of 

you don’t hide, you might be exposed at any time!” 

 but, we’ll be exposed. Bro bei, if you’re alone, you’ll be exposed too!  The candle Dragon said anxiously. 

“I naturally have my ways!” 

Chen Xiaobei shook the black suit on his body and said, ” “This is the night God dark spirit set that 

brother Yama gave me! Its quality had reached one-star heavenly god tier! The first ability was 

concealment! After I enter stealth mode, enemies below the heavenly god tier will not be able to detect 

my presence!” 



“There’s also a second and third ability, a defense type and an attack type. At a critical moment, they 

can help me break out of a situation! More importantly, brother Yama has already filled me with 

spiritual Qi and I can activate my ability ten times!” 

 but …  Xu Tianxin asked again, ” “What if the spiritual energy is exhausted? What if we encounter an 

enemy at the heavenly god tier or higher?” 

“Don’t worry! What you can think of, how can I not think of it?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyebrows twitched and he activated his Dharmakaya. 

This new avatar was exactly the same as Chen Xiaobei. 

No one could understand what Chen Xiaobei was trying to do. 

The next second, Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Devil transformation!” 
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3703 An underground encounter 

Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya was originally a twelve-winged Buddhist demon Dharmakaya! 

However, after devouring jieyin’s blood essence, the Dharmakaya underwent a tremendous change in 

essence. 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as Chen Xiaobei said the word ‘demonize’, a blood-red swastika appeared on his Dharmakaya. 

Under the blood light, Chen Xiaobei’s practicing body began to change shape. 

Its skin turned black, its eyes were bloodshot, and a crown-like horn grew on its forehead. A pair of 

dragon-like wings grew on its back, and its fingers grew claws as sharp as knives. 

On the black skin and wings, red, blood-like special patterns appeared! The red spiritual light was 

constantly flowing, and it was very, very cool. 

“Mo … Mo! Shizun, you’ve become a true demon!” 

 Holy demon!  Xu Tianxin exclaimed.  also, you have a pair of wings, a crown-like horn, and blood-red 

energy spots. These … These are all the characteristics of a Holy demon!  

“Holy fiend?” 

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.   I’ve eaten a drop of the world-extinguishing Saint marrow. It seems that 

the ability to draw in the blood essence can be summed up in four words: all techniques return to one!  

 10000 techniques return to one!?  

The crowd did not quite understand what Chen Xiaobei meant. 

 simply put, all the characteristics of my body can be manifested through the avatar!  
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“For example, the Holy demon, the Dragon Phoenix, the witch Dragon, the black hole, and even the 

Buddha! I can even change my avatar! Furthermore, it’s not a spiritual body, but a real body!” 

“As expected of the blood essence of a Saint! This ability is too powerful!” 

Emperor Jiang exclaimed, ” he can change the form of his Dharmakaya at will. This is already very 

heaven-defying!  The most important thing was that the practicing body was not a spiritual body, but a 

physical body! It’ll be exactly the same as the real body, and you can definitely deceive everyone!” 

“Yup!” 

 that’s right!  the candle Dragon nodded and said, ” as long as bro bei transforms into this Holy devil 

body, no one below the heavenly path Saint will be able to see through him! It’s enough for you to move 

freely to the North of the Dragon Sparrow mountain range!” 

“Whoosh …” 

With a thought, Chen Xiaobei’s practicing body returned to his body. 

Chen Xiaobei’s face looked terrible. His breathing was rapid, his eyes were dark, and his energy was 

very, very low. 

“Shit …” 

 yes!  Xu Tianxin quickly said, ” master’s primordial spirit is damaged. Although the Dharmakaya is 

powerful, it will consume a lot of spiritual power and damage the primordial spirit!  If you use your 

special ability for too long, there’s even a possibility that your primordial spirit will be destroyed!” 

“This …” 

Emperor Jiang and candle jiuyin became nervous at once. 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and said, ” “It doesn’t matter. Most of the time, I use the night God dark 

spirit set to hide! When I’m forced to, I’ll use my ability and there won’t be any problems …” 

“Bro bei, how did your primordial spirit get injured? Is there no cure?” Di Jiang asked. 

“I took an infinite Saint demon pill …” He said. 

 the description of the pill is that it will cause permanent damage to the primordial spirit and there is no 

cure for it … I’ve already taken a lot of blood Bodhi, but it didn’t heal the damage to my primordial spirit. 

I’m afraid it’s incurable …  

“Not necessarily!” 

The candle dragon’s eyes narrowed and he said,”as the saying goes, the one who tied the bell must 

untie the bell!” This infinite Saint demon pill is an item of the demon race. No one in the heaven realm 

can solve it, but that doesn’t mean that no one in the demon Realm can!” 

“Right! Your words are very reasonable!” 



Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  “If I have the chance to go to the demon world, I will find a way to 

investigate! If I can heal my primordial spirit, then I can really do whatever I want in the North of the 

Dragon Sparrow mountain!” 

 bro bei, maybe you can ask Rahu. That would be more direct!  Di Jiang reminded. 

“Rahu might be in closed door cultivation …” 

 I’ve sent him a message after I received his red envelope. He hasn’t replied yet …  Chen Xiaobei said. 

Rahu, Emperor Jiang, and Taiyi were all reincarnated ancient Celestials of Chen Xiaobei, and they had a 

primordial spirit contract with him. 

So, when everyone thought that Chen Xiaobei was dead, luohou, Di Jiang, and Taiyi all knew that Chen 

Xiaobei was still alive. 

Therefore, Luo Yi wasn’t too worried. He sent a red packet and continued to cultivate in seclusion. 

If Rahu was still around, there might be a way to cure the damage to Chen Xiaobei’s primordial spirit 

caused by the infinite Saint demon pill. 

“Two-pronged approach! While Luo Yi is waiting for his reply, I’ll find a way to investigate it myself! The 

recovery of the primordial spirit is a big deal, every day is a day!” 

Chen Xiaobei soothed the discomfort in his primordial spirit and was about to take action.   alright, the 

three of you go into the Meru space and wait for orders. I’m going to make a move now!  

The three of them nodded. Since they did not have the ability to transform into demons, they could only 

hide for the time being. 

He returned to the surface. 

Chen Xiaobei used the night God dark spirit set to hide his body. 

Then, he took out the heaven glimpse Saint talisman. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei wanted to find out the location of the Xuan Yu and flame scars chieftains. 

“With the demon race’s personality, they would probably kill these two chieftains on the battlefield! The 

reason why he captured them but did not kill them was definitely because these two people had other 

uses! So, I’m going to do my best to find the two of them!” 

Chen Xiaobei made his own analysis while locking down the location of the two prisoners. 

That was the core camp of the demon Army. 

Even if one used their toes to think, they would know that there were many experts among them, and 

there was even a high-level Mystic deity in charge. It was impossible for Chen Xiaobei to sneak in with 

his stealth ability. 

Chen Xiaobei could not even get close to it. 



This was because the core camp was surrounded by a large number of small military camps, each of 

which had a large number of demon soldiers. 

Even if Chen Xiaobei could hide himself, he could not completely disappear. If he were to pass through 

the military camp like this, he would be discovered at the slightest movement. 

“It seems that I can only rely on the earth escape immortal Gu …” 

 ” that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said, ” as long as I go deep enough, I can avoid 

the enemy’s primordial spirit territory. When I reach the core camp, I can use my primordial spirit to 

demonize. Then, I might be able to get close to the two chieftains!  

Chen Xiaobei immediately got to work. 

Using earth escape immortal Gu, he started to travel. 

In order to ensure that he could avoid the enemy’s primordial spirit territory, Chen Xiaobei dove 

hundreds of thousands of meters underground and then continued to move forward. 

Originally, this plan was well thought out and there would not be any loopholes. 

But! 

Chen Xiaobei even dreamed of it! 

He had actually run into a large group of demon elite soldiers hundreds of thousands of meters 

underground! 
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Chen Xiaobei quickly stopped. 

Because of his golden gaze fiery eyes, Chen Xiaobei was able to spot him from far away. 

There was a thick layer of soil between them and Chen Xiaobei had activated the night God’s invisibility 

power. Therefore, the demon soldiers did not notice Chen Xiaobei. 

 what’s going on?!  

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei was confused.  why are these demons digging here instead of fighting on the 

surface? ” 

There were at least tens of thousands of demon soldiers in front of them, and all of them were using 

their celestial core power to dig deeper into the enemy’s land. When one group of demon soldiers ran 

out of celestial core power, the next group would immediately take over, as if they wouldn’t stop until 

they dug through the entire land. 

 could it be that this place is hiding something of great importance? ” 

‘Or maybe there’s something important buried under the ground of the ancient Barrens! That’s why the 

demonic realm attacked the ancient Barrens land at all costs!” 
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“That’s right! It must be like this! There must be something that mo Luo Wutian desperately needed 

hidden under the ground of the ancient desolate land! This kind of thing might be able to directly 

determine whether mo Luo Wutian can defy the heavens and the Dao!” 

“If he can’t get this thing, mo Luo Wu Tian won’t dare to attack the heaven realm! I don’t even dare to 

challenge a heavenly path Sage!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s judgment was very reasonable. 

The demonic race had used almost all their forces to attack the ancient desolate land. 

However, the spiritual energy in this place was thin and resources were scarce. It could be said that even 

birds would not take a shit here and there was no one here. 

If the ancient desolate land didn’t hide anything of extreme importance, then mo Luo Wutian’s head 

must have been filled with water for him to risk his life to attack it … Oh, no! It was feces! 

“I have to find a way to catch a tongue!” 

Chen Xiaobei focused his attention and activated his netherspirit battlescouter to observe the enemy. 

He had wanted to capture the weakest one for interrogation, but he didn’t expect that these demon 

soldiers were all elites. Even the weakest one was at the one-star Mystic immortal realm. 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei would only need to sneak in and use the heaven severing thought to take 

down any enemy. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s primordial spirit was severely injured, and he would need to burn a lot of 

mental power to use the Divine Will interception. 

Chen Xiaobei was not sure if he could still hold on after subduing the enemy … 

Forget it. Instead of asking them, I might as well go deep underground and see what’s buried here!  

Chen Xiaobei focused his mind and activated the earth escape Holy gourd to go deeper underground. 

A million meters! Ten million meters! A billion meters … 

The depth of the ancient Barrens was simply unimaginable. 

The spiritual Qi of the earth escape Holy gourd was completely exhausted. Chen Xiaobei then used his 

celestial core to activate it. Even though Chen Xiaobei’s celestial core had been exhausted, they still did 

not reach the bottom of the earth. 

“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei had to stop. He frowned and thought, ” “Did I get scammed? Mo Luo Wu Tian has chosen 

the wrong location. There is nothing buried in this place!” 

What a headache! Chen Xiaobei suddenly felt that his luck had turned bad! He had wasted so much time 

and energy, but in the end, he had gained nothing! 

“It shouldn’t be …” 



 I’ve provided enough food for the 81 heavens of the primordial era. I can save hundreds of millions of 

lives. Shouldn’t you give me some merit? ” Shouldn’t I increase my luck?” 

“Something’s wrong! Something’s wrong!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s brows tensed up. He wanted to check on his new followers, but he found a 

very strange result! 

There was no change in the number of new believers! 

In other words, none of the people of the 81 heavens had become Chen Xiaobei’s believers. 

“This is impossible! Those chieftains have worshipped me with utmost devotion and have long become 

my loyal believers! I’ve been underground for so long, and the news should have spread throughout the 

81 heavens by now. Why hasn’t the number of my believers increased at all?” 

Chen Xiaobei was very confused. 

However, he was calm and smart. He immediately thought of the problem.”The ancient Barrens is an 

independent heaven that is independent of the 36 heavens of the heaven realm! The heaven realm’s 

laws are completely unsuitable for this place!” 

The laws were different! 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei would not receive any merit points for saving people in the ancient 

Barrens! Even if they gained a trillion followers, they would not be counted as new followers! 

It seemed like Chen Xiaobei had suffered a huge loss! 

However, after thinking about it carefully, this matter was actually a blessing in disguise! 

The disaster was the loss of Chen Xiaobei’s merit points and believers. 

A blessing was that Chen Xiaobei had avoided the detection and threat of the heavenly axiom. 

“The heavenly Dao views the Sorcerer tribe as a foreign tribe and wishes to get rid of them! According to 

the heaven realm’s law of followers, if I accept a wizard as my follower, not only will there be no 

benefits, but I will also be in deep trouble!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not feel that he had lost out anymore. 

Even without the reward of merit and heavenly halo, Chen Xiaobei had conquered the 81 heavens of the 

primordial era. From the chieftain to the people, they had all become his loyal followers! 

One had to know that good will be rewarded not only by the heavenly Dao, but also by the principle of 

the cycle of karma! 

One day, Chen Xiaobei would get what he deserved for helping the witch tribe! 

 don’t tell me that the ancient desolate land doesn’t have the laws of believers? ” 

Chen Xiaobei then returned to the Meru space. Only Di Jiang and the candle Dragon could answer the 

questions in his mind. 



…… 

Chen Xiaobei voiced out his thoughts and questions. 

 that’s right, ” Emperor Jiang answered immediately.  there are no laws of believers in the ancient 

desolate land. In fact, in each independent world and heavens, other than the eight core laws, the other 

laws need to be supplemented!  

Time, space, life, death, energy, fortune, merit, creation! 

Chen Xiaobei had come into contact with all eight of these core laws when he was looking for the 

humanity mark. 

Of course, the contents of the eight core laws in each independent world and each independent heaven 

were different. 

For example, the Law of Time in the Hong Meng Demon Realm was different from that in the human 

realm. A day in the human realm was equivalent to thirty-six days in the Hong Meng Demon Realm. 

Another example was the law of death in the Western Paradise. It was different from the outside world. 

In the Western Paradise, people would not die from the exhaustion of their lifespans. 

Of course, when a law was established, there would be a balance restriction. This law had an advantage, 

while the other laws would be at a disadvantage. 

Therefore, without a perfect law, one could only rely on acquired methods to make up for it and make 

the world’s law more perfect! 

“I don’t care about anything else!” 

Chen Xiaobei was not in the mood to think too much and went straight to the point, ”  according to the 

laws of luck and merit in the ancient desolate land, what benefits can I get? “ 
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uh … Bro bei, you might be disappointed …  

 we, the twelve ancestors of sorcery, already knew that the Wu tribe is extremely warlike and fond of 

blood and slaughter when we created the world of the Wu tribe, ” Emperor Jiang said in a daze.  

therefore, the law of merit will only suppress the development of the Wu tribe … When we established 

the law, we greatly weakened the law of merit!  

“Besides, we don’t really care about luck. After all, as long as we have enough strength, luck is 

completely irrelevant! “Thus, the law of Providence has also been greatly weakened by us …” 

“Pfft …” 

Chen Xiaobei started to sweat.  “You mean to say that in the Sorcerer tribe’s world, merits and luck can’t 

help me at all? How am I supposed to play then …” 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei had relied on merit points and luck to get out of situations. 
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More importantly, after Chen Xiaobei had unified the mortal world, his merit points and luck were in a 

very high state. If both of them were ineffective, it would be like cutting off an arm for Chen Xiaobei. 

“I have no choice …” 

 a balance must be observed when the world’s laws are established, ” Emperor Jiang explained.  if you 

want to make other laws more advantageous, you must weaken other laws …  

 what? ” Chen Xiaobei asked helplessly.  since you guys have weakened the merit law and the luck law, 

what law have you strengthened? ” 

“Life and death!” 

 we have strengthened the law of life, ” said Emperor Jiang.  the descendants of the Wu tribe are born 

with physical and bloodline abilities that are stronger than ordinary people!  

“Hmm … I can understand that!” 

“When Taiyi first established the heavenly court, he ruled over all the races and was extremely 

powerful! As for the Sorcerer tribe, they could compete with the Tai Yi Celestial Court by themselves! 

It’s precisely because the descendants of the Sorcerer tribe are so powerful and have so many 

geniuses!” 

Chi You! It was Xing Tian! Xiang Liu! Houyi! Kuafu! Nine Phoenix … 

They were all famous and powerful sorcerers below the twelve ancestors of Sorcery! If the Sorcerer 

tribe hadn’t been defeated so early, these Grand sorcerers might have all grown into new ancestors of 

Sorcery! 

This was the power of the Sorcerer tribe’s life law! 

After their children and grandchildren were born, their bodies and bloodlines would first be stronger 

than other races. In addition, the probability of producing top geniuses was higher than other races! 

Because of this, the longer the ancestral wizard developed, the more powerful the tribe would be, and 

the entire tribe would become stronger! 

But, in the end, it was still that sentence … 

Misfortune and fortune coexisted! 

The power of the law of life allowed the Sorcerer tribe to develop rapidly, and it could even shake the 

position of the Tai Yi Celestial Court. 

And this was also the enemy that the heavenly Dao was afraid of! 

The heavenly Dao knew that if the Sorcerer tribe continued to develop, it would threaten its position 

sooner or later. 

It was because of this that the way of heaven secretly schemed and led the Wu tribe and the Tai Yi 

Celestial Court to engage in a decisive battle, causing both sides to suffer and walk towards destruction. 

“Let’s talk about the law of death!” 



Chen Xiaobei was very curious. What kind of advantage would the powerful law of death bring to the 

witch tribe? 

 our law of death is an imitation of ancestral Saint Pangu!  

Emperor Jiang explained,”after the Saint ancestor died, his body turned into the primitive land!” And 

after each of us of the Sorcerer tribe dies, our corpses will be turned into energy, which can be 

integrated into the spiritual veins or be used to nourish natural treasures. In short, it will make the 

Sorcerer tribe’s world a better place!” 

“I see …” 

Chen Xiaobei fell into silence. After a long while, he said, ” “The falling red is not a heartless thing, 

turning into spring soil to protect the flowers …” 

The death of the ancestors of the Sorcerer tribe could make the world of the Sorcerer tribe better, and 

thus allow the descendants of the Sorcerer tribe to have a better development! 

From this, it could be seen that the ancient Barrens did not feel desolate at all! 

Chen Xiaobei could even imagine that this was a world full of life and spiritual Qi, even more beautiful 

than heaven! 

It was all thanks to the heavenly Dao that all the beauty here was completely destroyed! In the end, the 

Sorcerer tribe’s world was reduced to an extremely desolate and ancient land! 

Of course, it was all thanks to the Sorcerer tribe’s law of death that the survivors were able to establish 

the 81 heavens of the primordial era. 

Originally, there was no spiritual Qi in the 81 heavens of the primordial era. It was because generations 

of ancestors of the Wu tribe had died and their corpses had turned into energy that some small spiritual 

veins were slowly formed, nourishing the descendants of the Wu tribe to survive. 

After trillions of years, the Sorcerer tribe had at least recovered some of their vitality. 

With the advantage of the life law, eighty-one great chieftains at the mystic god level and a few 

powerful priests appeared. 

Of course, a genius like Xu Tianxin was also a lucky one under the Sorcerer tribe’s life law. 

It was a pity that spiritual Qi was still very scarce in the 81 heavens, and some people couldn’t even eat 

their fill. Otherwise, there would definitely be more experts and geniuses appearing. 

Of course, all of this was in the past! 

Since Chen Xiaobei had already taken over 80 days of primordial chaos, he would find a way to restore 

the witch tribe’s glory! 

“Since this is the law of death of the Wu tribe … Then, the bodies of the twelve ancestors of sorcery 

have turned into 12 super-large spiritual veins at the peak level of Sage-to-be? Have they all been taken 

away by the enemy?” 



Chen Xiaobei could not help but look worried. 

“No, I didn’t …” 

 No.  Emperor Jiang shook his head and said, ” during the war, we knew that we would definitely die, so 

we used secret techniques to avoid the death law! The bodies of the twelve ancestors of sorcery have 

not been turned into energy, so we will not let the enemy have it for nothing!” 

“Then, do you know the locations of these corpses?” Chen Xiaobei was excited. 

Don’t forget, the prime of Tongtian had given Chen Xiaobei two ways to become a saint. 

First, he had to obtain the seal of Pangu’s primordial spirit from the Three Pure Ones and use the bell of 

chaos to prove his Dao! 

This was an almost impossible path because neither heavenly Lord Yuanshi nor Taishang Laojun would 

give their primordial spirit to Chen Xiaobei. 

The second was to gather the twelve ancestors of sorcery’s corpses and form the real body of Pangu, 

then use the bell of chaos to prove his Dao! 

Although this path was as difficult as ascending to heaven, there was still a chance of success. That was 

why during the winter solstice festival, the prime of Tongtian had tried his best to get Chen Xiaobei to go 

to Emperor River. 

“I can sense the location of my own body!” Di Jiang said. 

“I can also …” 

The candle Dragon paused and continued,”as for the corpses of the other ancestors of sorcery, they are 

the only ones who can sense them!” Of course, brother dijiang and I can sense the locations of the other 

ancestors of Sorcery! Capture them and all the mysteries will be solved!” 

 it’s too late … There’s no point in capturing the other ancestral witches now …  Chen Xiaobei sighed. 

“W-why is it too late?” Emperor Jiang and candle jiuyin were both stunned, and they had a bad feeling. 
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 “The reason is simple.” 

 right now, the candle Dragon and Emperor River are my men. I’ve locked Gonggong and Zhurong in the 

Meru space!  However, the remaining eight ancestors of sorcery had already ascended! The master of 

the contract would never miss the corpse of the wizard ancestor! They must have already started 

searching for it and might even have already obtained it!” 

“This …” 

The candle Dragon was stunned and he said, ” “That is indeed the case! The remaining eight ancestors of 

sorcery could be chosen by other forces, and one of their greatest uses was to find the bodies of the 
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ancestors of Sorcery! Therefore, the various forces will definitely take action, and most of them have 

already succeeded!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ” “We can’t take back the body that has been taken away 

for the time being! Right now, what we need to do is to find as many corpses as we can!” 

“Bro bei! In fact …” 

“My corpse is in the ancient Barrens land!” Emperor Jiang said awkwardly. I sensed it when I first 

arrived, but you had a lot of urgent matters to attend to, so I didn’t tell you immediately!” 

“It’s not too late to say now! It’s fine as long as it’s not snatched away by others!” Chen Xiaobei looked 

at Di Jiang eagerly. 

 my body is about a million miles North of the Dragon Sparrow mountain, but it was buried very deep …  

Chen Xiaobei interrupted Di Jiang before he could finish. 

“A million miles North of the Dragon Sparrow mountain? Isn’t that where we are now!” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked and quickly calculated, ” “I’ve been travelling underground all the way here, 

and I’ve run into the demon elites digging a hole. I was still wondering what they were looking for! Now 

it seems that they are looking for your corpse!” 

Upon hearing this, Emperor Jiang became excited.  “Bro bei! Hurry up! Stop them! I can’t let my corpse 

fall into the hands of the demons! Otherwise, the consequences will be unimaginable!” 

“You’re overthinking it!” 

“I used the earth escape Holy gourd and went hundreds of millions of miles underground, but I didn’t 

find anything! The depth of the demon’s excavation is still very shallow, it can’t touch your corpse at all! 

The only thing I’m worried about is that they’re digging in the wrong place! I was wrongly guided and 

wasted all my energy!” 

“Isn’t that simple?” 

 let me return to the real space, ” Emperor Jiang said.  I can immediately determine the exact location!  

“Good! Let’s go!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down. 

Now that he was hundreds of millions of meters underground, he didn’t have to worry about being 

detected by the enemy’s essence soul domain. 

He took Emperor Jiang out of the Meru space. 

Since Chen Xiaobei’s celestial core had been exhausted, Di Jiang could use the earth escape divine 

gourd. 

“Bro bei! You didn’t waste your energy! My corpse is nearby!” 

Di Jiang was very excited. He activated the earth-escape divine gourd with all his might and brought 

Chen Xiaobei underground. 



“Chi …” 

Originally, they were surrounded by hard soil and stone. 

However, when the two of them continued to escape into a deeper region, they suddenly passed 

through the stone wall and entered an extremely huge underground cave. 

And in this underground cave. 

Chen Xiaobei and Di Jiang finally saw the body of Di Jiang’s true self! 

The figure was extremely huge, like a mountain. Furthermore, it was not in human form! 

Its main body was like a lion, but it had no head or facial features! Its skin was as red as fire, and there 

were four eagle-like wings on its back. Under its belly, there were six legs that were as strong as 

heavenly pillars! 

‘Red like fire, six legs and four wings, Hundun has no face.’ This was the description of the Emperor River 

in China’s “Classic of Mountains and Seas.” 

Of course, the Emperor River in the “Classic of Mountains and Seas” was a type of divine beast. 

In reality, Emperor Jiang was the leader of the twelve ancestors of sorcery, the space ancestor of 

Sorcery! 

“It’s too spectacular …” 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but exclaim. Compared to the few records in the books, seeing Emperor 

Jiang’s real body with his own eyes was the real shock. 

Back then, the twelve ancestors of sorcery were so powerful and domineering. They fought against all 

the other races with their own power. Chen Xiaobei was really fascinated. 

 this is the form of the ancestor of sorcery that my bloodline power has transformed into, ” Emperor 

Jiang explained.  under normal circumstances, I will transform into a human form to facilitate my daily 

activities and communication with others!  

“Mm …” 

 I found Chi You’s head earlier. It was the image of a Demon God with eyes as bright as the sun. It was 

not in human form …  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Right!” 

 it’s not like that.  Di Jiang composed himself and said, ” the ancestors of sorcery and the great sorcerers 

all have special forms. Due to their different bloodlines, they will show different appearances and 

special abilities!  

“Understood!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ”  then I’ll put your body back into the verdant Emperor’s 

divine gourd now. There shouldn’t be a problem, right …  



“Hold on!” 

Emperor Jiang personally flew over, circulated his celestial core power, and drew a wizard formation in 

the air in front of the corpse. 

Chen Xiaobei’s wariness made sense. 

As Emperor Jiang had said before, in order not to be used by the enemy, the twelve ancestors of sorcery 

had used a secret method to avoid the law of death before they died! 

Obviously, this secret technique didn’t just protect the corpse from being turned into energy. More 

importantly, it might also have some power that couldn’t be calculated, and could even actively 

counterattack. 

Otherwise, over the long years, the bodies of the twelve ancestors of sorcery would have been found 

long ago, no matter how well they were hidden. 

“Whoosh …” 

Sure enough, after Di Jiang’s series of operations … 

A strong wave of celestial core power suddenly appeared on the corpse. In an instant, it was as if time 

and space were trembling, and the extremely thick and hard rocks around it were shattered into 

countless pieces. 

“What a terrifying power …” 

Chen Xiaobei gasped. Although he had a strong mental state, he was still so shocked that his forehead 

and palms were sweating. 

There was even a feeling that the entire continent would collapse. It was simply terrifying to the 

extreme. 

It was conceivable that if Emperor Jiang didn’t remove the layer of secret protection, anyone below the 

Saint level who wanted to take this body away would die without a burial place! 

However, as the secret technique was removed, Emperor Jiang’s corpse also had a strange change. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

His skin was like a torn cloth, with many scars! 

“Ka ka …” 

The bone banners were like dead wood, breaking apart one after another! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Its huge body collapsed onto the ground like a mountain! 

“How … How did this happen?” 

Chen Xiaobei was so shocked that his brows furrowed. 



“Bro bei, did you forget? “Our life-and-death battle with Taiyi ended in mutual destruction … Under the 

protection of the secret technique, all the injuries I suffered back then were hidden! Once the secret 

technique is removed, these injuries will be revealed!” 

Emperor Jiang smiled bitterly and helplessly,”that battle was extremely terrifying!” I’m already lucky to 

have an intact corpse …” 

 I understand …  Chen Xiaobei then kept Emperor Jiang’s body into the verdant Emperor divine gourd. 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

However, at this moment, a series of terrifying explosions came from above the catacombs. 

“Shit! The demons are coming down!” 

Both Chen Xiaobei and Di Jiang were shocked. 
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Such a huge commotion would attract the attention of the demons. This was an inevitable result. 

In the beginning, the demons were also afraid of triggering some secret restriction, so they only dug 

with all their strength and didn’t dare to charge forward. 

However, at this moment, the demons had realized that something was wrong. They were afraid that Di 

Jiang’s body would be taken away, so they began to use their celestial core power to break the earth, 

penetrate the soil and stones, and rush down at the fastest speed. 

“Bro bei! Let’s retreat!” 

“There are too many enemies, and all of them are above the mystic immortal realm …” Emperor Jiang 

frowned. 

“We won’t!” 

 I’ve been meaning to grab your tongue just now!  Chen Xiaobei said.  now I’m even more determined to 

do that!  

“Are we really going to start a war?” Emperor Jiang’s eyes flickered with a trace of anxiety. 

“We must fight!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” I need to find out how mo Luo Wutian found this place! If he could find this place, 

he might be able to find the corpses of the other Grand Wizards! If we can get the method or the 

specific location, it will save us a lot of trouble!” 

“That makes sense …” 

 yes!  Emperor Jiang nodded and said, ” according to my estimation, there should be more than one 

ancestral wizard’s corpse buried in the ancient Barrens land. If we can get some clues, it will save us a lot 

of trouble!  
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“Go back to the Meru space first! Leave this to me!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

 but …  Emperor Jiang frowned. He couldn’t hide his worry. 

 you already know my trump card. What’s there to worry about? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

 I’m not worried about this battle, ” Emperor Jiang said in a deep voice, ” “However, once a great battle 

breaks out here, it could attract even more and stronger demons at any time!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very calm. He already had a plan in mind, ”  I’m just going to grab a tongue. It won’t 

take too long. If the situation really gets out of control, I’ll choose to retreat at the first moment!  

“Alright … Bro bei, you have to be careful!” Emperor Jiang had nothing to say. He could only return to 

the Meru space silently. 

After all, Di Jiang’s cultivation was only at one-star Mystic immortal. If something were to happen, he 

would only be a burden to Chen Xiaobei. 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

As the rocks continued to collapse, tens of thousands of elite demon soldiers all descended into the 

underground cave. 

“You little brat! Who are you? What are you doing here? What about the things in the catacombs? Hurry 

up and tell me! Otherwise, I’ll teach you a lesson!” 

A lizard-like demon general in armor flew out and stared at Chen Xiaobei with a fierce look. 

This lizard demonic general was the commander of the tens of thousands of demonic soldiers. He was 

also the one with the highest cultivation. Of course, he was also the target that Chen Xiaobei wanted to 

capture. 

“Ha, you’re a person who’s bound to lose. Why are you asking so much?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes scanned the entire place. Once he was sure that there was no hidden danger, he 

would make his move. 

“What? You’re just a seven-star heaven immortal, how dare you say that I’m going to be defeated?” 

The lizard demon general was suddenly enraged, and his venomous snake-like vertical pupils burst out 

with a fiery spiritual light. The scales on his body shook like a sharp blade, and his killing intent burst out. 

One had to know that the lizard demon general was a nine-Star Mystic immortal! In terms of cultivation, 

he was 108000 times stronger than Chen Xiaobei! They were not on the same level at all! 

But Chen Xiaobei dared to look down on him. To him, this was an intolerable provocation! 

With tens of thousands of soldiers watching, where would he put his face as the Supreme Commander? 

This was simply a great humiliation! 



Of course, in the eyes of the tens of thousands of demonic soldiers, Chen Xiaobei was just a clown who 

was trying to attract attention. He was simply asking for death by angering the lizard-like demonic 

general! Seeking death! 

“General! Why get angry over such an ant? Let me help you crush him! It’s like crushing a bug!” 

“Let me do it! General! It’s my greatest honor to be able to serve you!” 

“I’ll … I’ll …” 

Without a doubt, all of the demons were treating Chen Xiaobei as a pushover. They all wanted to take 

Chen Xiaobei down in exchange for the reward from the lizard demon general. 

“Woof!” 

But suddenly, Chen Xiaobei moved! 

He didn’t say a word of nonsense, nor did he hesitate! 

Like a flash of lightning, Chen Xiaobei charged at the lizard demonic general at a speed that was hard to 

be seen with the naked eye. 

That’s right! 

It was hard to see with the naked eye! 

Even the nine-Star Mystic immortal demonic lizard general could not see Chen Xiaobei’s movements 

clearly! The tens of thousands of demonic soldiers around them could not even see Chen Xiaobei’s 

shadow! 

“Not good! This … This was an expert who had hidden himself very well! Set up the formation! Hurry up! 

Quickly set up the formation!” 

The lizard demon general shouted hysterically. 

However, with Chen Xiaobei’s current speed, this sentence took way too long! 

“Night God! Dark spirit kill!” 

At that moment, Chen Xiaobei’s voice had already appeared in the lizard demonic General’s ears. It was 

so clear, so cold, and so terrifying. 

“Whoosh …” 

A strange black shadow suddenly appeared in front of the lizard demon general. 

The black shadow was flickering like smoke, but it suddenly burst out with the power of a one-star 

heavenly God, directly blasting toward the Qi sea dantian of lizard demon general. 

Hurry up! 

It was faster than lightning! 



The lizard demon general didn’t even have the time to react before he felt an unparalleled pain from his 

sea of Qi dantian! 

“Uh …” 

When the lizard demon general looked down, he realized that Chen Xiaobei’s palm, which was wrapped 

in black smoke, had pierced through his armor and flesh, and had pierced deep into his dantian. 

“You … You’re clearly a seven-star celestial immortal. How can you have the power of a sky god …” 

The lizard demon General’s pupils shrank uncontrollably, and he kept coughing out blood while letting 

out an incredible wail. 

“Swish …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not waste any more time. He pulled the lizard demonic General’s primordial spirit out 

of his body. 

Blood spurted out of his mouth, and he was completely lifeless. The lizard demon General’s body had 

already become a corpse, falling down into the cave. 

 Oh … Oh my God … The general was killed by that kid!  

Seeing this, tens of thousands of demon soldiers were all horrified and shrieked in fear. 

How could they have thought of this? That death-seeking ‘clown’ actually had a battle prowess 

comparable to a heavenly God! 

This result not only shattered their faces, but also scared them out of their wits! 

“Those who want to live, kneel at my feet!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were cold, and his words were like an imperial edict, unquestionable! 
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It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei had used the night God dark spirit set’s power to unleash a power that 

was on par with a sky god. 

However, the night God dark spirit set had a concealing function. The tens of thousands of demonic 

soldiers could not see through it and thought that Chen Xiaobei was deliberately hiding his strength. 

“Brothers! Form the formation!” 

At this time, many demons started to shout. 

“If we surrender to the enemy, the ‘heaven fiend demon Emperor’ will not forgive us even if we make it 

back alive! At that time, we’ll be better off dead!” 

“Well said! Even if that brat concealed his strength, he was also only one-star celestial deity realm! If we 

form a battle formation, even if we can’t win, we can at least withstand his attacks!” 
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“As long as we can hold on, our reinforcements will be here soon! At that time, only death will await this 

brat!” 

These demons were afraid of the sky demon Emperor. They would rather fight to the death than 

surrender to Chen Xiaobei. 

Their scheme was very reasonable. If they were up against an ordinary one-star celestial deity, they 

would definitely obtain the final victory. 

Unfortunately, they were up against Chen Xiaobei! 

What they did not know was that Chen Xiaobei’s power was not only at the level of a one-star celestial 

God! 

The night God dark spirit set was a divine weapon with three special abilities! 

 we’ll have to fight to the death with the demons sooner or later. Today, I’ll give them a small gift!  

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes focused, and the black mist around his hand suddenly became as hard and sharp as 

a metal thread! He also had the support of a powerful celestial core power! 

“Uh …” 

In Chen Xiaobei’s palm, the lizard demonic General’s primordial spirit let out a scream. It was severely 

injured and could not fight anymore. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei locked the lizard demonic General’s primordial spirit into the Meru space. 

This also meant that Chen Xiaobei was about to go all out and start a massacre! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

On the other side, tens of thousands of demons were quickly getting into formation. 

He had to admit that they were well-trained and had a tacit understanding. The speed at which they 

formed battle formations was very fast. They were worthy of Being The Elite warriors of the demon 

race. 

But! 

No matter how fast they were, they couldn’t be faster than the night God dark spirit set! 

“Swish!” 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei was like a Black spirit of death. His body was wrapped in a black mist 

that was like black Gold threads, and he charged into the midst of the demon soldiers. 

 whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh …  

Chen Xiaobei’s arms danced in the air like a bloodthirsty demon, and the black mist around him 

exploded! 

Each wisp of black mist, under the effect of celestial core power and special ability, became as sharp as 

Black Gold! 



It suddenly exploded in the crowd like ten thousand arrows shooting out at the same time. The power 

was extremely terrifying! 

At this moment. 

The tens of thousands of demons could not see Chen Xiaobei’s movements at all. They were still trying 

their best to get into formation. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Thousands of arrows pierced through the bodies of thousands of demons in an instant! 

Originally, even if the body was pierced, it would only leave a few tiny needle-like wounds, not enough 

to kill. 

But! 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s arms started to spin! 

The black mist that had pierced through the enemy’s body was torn apart! 

Every place that the black mist passed through was like a sharp blade, directly tearing and cutting apart 

the enemy’s body! 

“Ah … Ah … Ah …” 

In an instant, miserable howls suddenly burst out. Thousands of Devils had their physical bodies 

destroyed almost at the same time. 

Blood spurted out like a heavy downpour, pouring down into the underground cave! At the same time, 

the internal organs, crushed flesh, bones, and large pieces of the remains fell down one after another! 

In the blink of an eye, a mountain of corpses and a sea of blood had gathered at the bottom of the 

catacombs. It was a shocking scene! 

Of course, this was only the appetizer! 

“Clang” 

Chen Xiaobei then took out the chaos Blood Sword from the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

During this time, the Black-winged magical beasts had been taking turns to activate the sunlight cache to 

help the chaos Blood Sword upgrade faster. 

At this moment, the chaos Blood Sword had already reached the three-star Mystic immortal realm. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not take out the chaos Blood Sword for battle. The night God dark spirit set 

was already powerful enough, and he had other uses for the chaos Blood Sword. 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei activated the chaos Blood sword’s soul-devouring ability! 



Through the God-devouring heavenly crystal in Rahu’s Red envelope, Chen Xiaobei had strengthened 

the chaos Blood sword’s power to nine-Star Mystic immortal level. 

Once the God-devouring ability was activated, no primordial spirit below the level of sky god could 

escape from Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

The thousands of demons who had their bodies destroyed had wanted to release their primordial spirits 

and escape. 

However, at this moment, these thousands of primordial spirits were pulled by a blood-colored celestial 

core power. It was like a huge blood-colored vortex that was spinning rapidly. 

All of their primordial spirits were swept over and devoured by the chaos Blood Sword. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Of course, while the chaos Blood Sword was devouring the primordial spirit, the remaining demon 

soldiers were not idle. 

The battle formation had been formed. 

Even though they had lost thousands of people, they still had tens of thousands of people. They were 

still confident that they could fight Chen Xiaobei. 

“BOOM!” 

With a loud explosion, tens of thousands of demons ‘war power were directed at Chen Xiaobei. 

Tens of thousands of celestial core power of the demon race gathered into a huge dark purple array. 

From the array diagram, a terrifying true essence shot out like a meteorite! Its power, speed, and 

destructive power had all reached the level of a one-star celestial deity! 

The dark purple meteorite left a long afterimage as if a purple dragon had descended. It crossed the sky 

and swallowed all living beings! 

This was the spirit that a heavenly God’s power should have! 

Strong! 

Very, very strong! 

If they were to fight against an ordinary one-star divine realm expert, this battle formation would be 

able to hold on until the reinforcements arrived. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s heart did not waver at all. He was still in control of the situation. 

“Night God! Dark magic shield!” 

Chen Xiaobei then activated the third special ability of the night God dark spirit set. 

“Whoosh …” 



In an instant, the black mist that surrounded Chen Xiaobei condensed rapidly. It was as if countless 

threads of silk had formed a cocoon, wrapping Chen Xiaobei within. 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Then, the purple meteorite Dragon arrived! 

The power was impartial, and it completely struck the black mist cocoon! 

Even now, the tens of thousands of demon soldiers were still confident that they could suppress Chen 

Xiaobei! 

However, when the dark purple energy dissipated, the demons realized that they had not even hurt 

Chen Xiaobei. 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei had just broken out of his cocoon. He was like a dark god of death, and 

his murderous aura filled the entire space! 
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3709 Very unreasonable 

“Swish!” 

Surrounded by black mist, Chen Xiaobei charged at the most concentrated group of demonic soldiers. 

As everyone knew, the greatest advantage of a battle formation was to gather the power of a large 

number of weaklings together and burst out with the power to fight against the strong. 

However, battle formations also had a huge weakness! That was, after the power was activated once, 

every weakling who formed the array needed to rest for a while before they could activate the power 

again. Otherwise, their bodies would not be able to withstand it. 

In other words, after the night God dark spirit set helped Chen Xiaobei block the first wave of attack, the 

tens of thousands of demon soldiers had completely lost their ability to fight back. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Wherever the black-fogged night God went, large numbers of demon soldiers were killed! 

Just like harvesting rice straws in a paddy field, the originally dense demon race soldiers flying in the air 

were cut down in large numbers, falling down, leaving behind only an empty space! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

At the same time, the chaos Blood Sword was still absorbing the souls of the dead. 

Moreover, this time, not only did it devour the primordial spirit, but it also devoured the blood essence 

of the dead and even the corpses. 

It was obvious that the chaos Blood Sword had two special abilities! 
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The first was that the chaos devour was a special ability brought by the blood of the Chaos Beast. It 

could devour physical objects and reach the level of peak-stage Sage-to-be. 

Anything that was devoured by this ability would be transformed into energy to help the chaos Blood 

Sword upgrade. Of course, upgrading required a lot of time. The higher the level, the longer it would 

take to level up. 

The second was the soul devouring special ability, which was the special ability of the soul devouring 

heavenly crystal. It could devour primordial spirits and reach the level of nine-Star Mystic Immortals! 

The primordial spirits that had been devoured could also be converted into energy to replace the use of 

spirit Qi and unleash the chaos Blood sword’s strongest power. Of course, he could use the excess 

energy to upgrade the chaos Blood Sword. 

Finally! 

The two special abilities were used together, devouring tens of thousands of demons completely, not 

leaving even a trace! 

“This battle was really satisfying!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said, ”  more importantly, the energy that I devoured today, in 

addition to the leaves of the blood Bodhi Divine Tree that I devoured earlier, will be enough to upgrade 

the chaos Blood Sword to one-star divine tier as long as I have enough time to digest them. I’ll even have 

some excess energy!  

With this thought … 

Chen Xiaobei then returned the chaos Blood Sword to the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd and asked the 

Yu-winged demonic snakes to continue activating the sunlight cache to speed up the upgrade. 

Chen Xiaobei also left Xiao ‘er in the sunlight realm. 

This little guy had eaten an entire treasure chest made of a two-star divine item, so it would probably 

sleep for a long time. The sunlight treasure box would wake it up earlier. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei quickly left the scene. 

Once the demonic reinforcements arrived, it would be too late for Chen Xiaobei to escape. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei’s own celestial core had not recovered much. So, he could only take out the 

returning bracelet and return to where he came from. 

Although he had returned to his original place, the biggest advantage of this place was that it was 

connected to the Three Realms immortal network! 

Chen Xiaobei used his old method and sent the gourd to six-eared macaque. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei and six-eared macaque returned to the Meru realm. 

Di Jiang had been a little worried, but when he saw Chen Xiaobei return safely, he could finally breathe a 

sigh of relief. 



 this time, we have successfully retrieved Emperor Jiang’s true body. Next, we need to find the true 

bodies of the candle Dragon, Zhurong, and Gonggong as soon as possible!  

 I’ve already summoned Liu er. He can change into Gonggong or Zhurong at any time!  Chen Xiaobei 

said. This way, we can sense the location of their true bodies!” 

“Bro bei!” 

At this moment, the candle Dragon stood out and said, ” “Actually, I can also sense the location of my 

corpse!” 

“This is great! Quickly tell me, where is it!” Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed. 

 it’s also to the North of the Dragon Sparrow mountain …  the candle Dragon asked in a deep voice, ”  

however, you have to head north until you reach the end of the ancient Barrens!  

Hearing this, both the candle Dragon and Emperor Jiang looked solemn. 

“What’s wrong? Wasn’t it just a little far? From your expressions, that place doesn’t seem simple …” 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to notice the difference. 

 if we’re not wrong, the demonic Army’s entrance is at the northern end of the ancient Barrens!  The 

candle Dragon said seriously. 

“Isn’t that just right?” 

 that’s right!  Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” the purpose of my trip is to cut off that 

passage! I can also obtain the corpse of an ancestral wizard, killing two birds with one stone!” 

“It’s good to kill two birds with one stone …” 

“But bro bei, the danger that you’re going to face is also extremely huge! Perhaps the demons have 

already discovered that place and are digging it up!” 

“More importantly, you took Emperor Jiang’s body away today, bro bei! The demons will definitely be 

shocked and furious, and they’ll definitely place heavy defenses at the end of the primordial era!” 

“Even that high-level Mystic God-level demon Emperor will personally oversee it! If we want to get it, 

it’s as difficult as ascending to the heavens. If we don’t do it well, we might even lose our lives there!” 

Obviously, the candle Dragon’s worry was very reasonable. 

The demons had finally found Emperor Jiang’s body, but it had been taken away. One could imagine 

how angry the higher-ups of the demon race were! 

And now, the demons could only extend their reach to the North of the Dragon Sparrow mountain 

range! 

In other words, the candle Dragon’s corpse was the only ancestor of sorcery that the demons could 

control. 



Even if one used their toes to think, they would know that the demons would dispatch their strongest 

force to guard the place, not allowing any more accidents to happen. 

 actually …  Chen Xiaobei thought, ”  as long as I can recover my primordial spirit and break through a 

few more realms, I will have enough lifespan to deal with that high-level profound deity!  

As long as Chen Xiaobei’s primordial spirit was healthy, he would be able to use his many special abilities 

and burn a large amount of his lifespan to enter the pseudo-realm in a short time. 

Chen Xiaobei had once reached the pseudo-Saint level during the war in the heavenly court. This time, 

he was only up against a high-level profound God, which was much easier than the last time. 

But! 

The condition was that Chen Xiaobei’s primordial spirit had to recover or he would fall before the 

enemy. 

In addition, one’s lifespan must also be sufficient. Otherwise, one would either be unable to use the 

high-level stepping on the peak and opening the primal Chaos, or the time one could use them would be 

extremely short. 

“I can take my primordial spirit and lifespan slowly! But there’s one thing that I must make clear …” 

Six-eared macaque, who had been silent the whole time, asked, ” “Since the devil realm has a passage to 

the ancient desolate land, why didn’t mo Luo Wutian come here himself? Why weren’t there any 

powerful quasi-sages? This is very unreasonable!” 

“Actually, I also want to know the answer!” Chen Xiaobei grinned and summoned the lizard demonic 

General’s primordial spirit. 
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3710 Personally overseeing things 

Chen Xiaobei had severely injured the lizard demonic General’s primordial spirit. His cultivation had 

been crippled and he could not fight back at all. 

However, things were not as simple as Chen Xiaobei thought. 

“I won’t say anything!” 

The lizard demon General’s voice was weak, but it was filled with determination.”Even if I die … I will not 

betray the demon race …” 

“This …” 

Emperor Jiang, candle Dragon, and six-eared macaque all felt a headache. 

It was not easy to catch a tongue, but it refused to say anything. Didn’t that mean that the battle just 

now had been in vain? 
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“Why not? Was it because he was afraid? Are you afraid that you’ll suffer a fate worse than death after 

you return?” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the lizard demonic General’s primordial spirit and asked calmly. 

“I’m not even afraid of death, so why should I be afraid of torture?” 

The lizard demon general said righteously, ” “I’m a die-hard believer of devil ancestor Wu Tian! So, no 

matter what, I won’t do anything that will harm him!” 

“Faith? So the demon race also has a religion?” Chen Xiaobei chuckled. 

“Who told you that the demons don’t have any faith?” 

The lizard demon general angrily said,”our faith is purer than any other race!” Piety! I’m absolutely 

loyal!” 

“Hur, you say it better than singing it!” 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei laughed.  everyone knows that the ancestor of the demonic race is Rahu! Even 

if you’re loyal to the death, you should be loyal to luohou, not mo Luo Wutian!” 

 Luo Yi is the first ancestor of demons, but he can no longer bring any benefits to the ancestor of 

demons!  

The lizard demon general said very directly, ”  we are absolutely loyal to our faith because our faith can 

bring us real benefits!  

“Rahu’s death was because of devil ancestor Wutian’s mending of the laws of the entire Devil World, 

protecting all of us Devils from being destroyed by the heavenly Dao! It’s also because of devil ancestor 

Wu Tian’s hard work that our entire race has become stronger day by day.” 

“As long as we follow devil ancestor Wu Tian, we’ll be able to attack other heavens and worlds! This will 

allow our entire clan to obtain a better living space, purer and more abundant spiritual energy, and 

more advanced and abundant resources!” 

The lizard demon General’s gaze was incomparably firm as he said word by word,”Devil ancestor Wutian 

is our Savior! I’ll be loyal to him for the rest of my life!” 

It had to be said that the beliefs of the devil ancestor were different from those of the other races. They 

were actually linked to benefits. 

The meaning of his words was that The Fiend ancestor would believe in whoever could give him 

benefits! 

It didn’t look like faith, but more like a business deal. 

However, this was normal. 

Everyone sought to survive, and the mo were no exception. 

If mo Luo Wutian could keep them alive and bring them tangible benefits, why would they not believe in 

him? 



 then, if someone is stronger than mo Luo Wutian and can bring you more benefits, will you change your 

faith? ” 

Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“This …” 

The lizard demonic general was instantly stunned, his heart clearly wavering. 

If it was any other race, they would definitely give a negative answer. However, the demon race was 

different. They were greedy and desired more benefits! They were bloodthirsty, aggressive, and 

worshipped the strong! 

If there was really someone stronger than mo Luo Wutian like Chen Xiaobei said, he would be able to 

bring more benefits to the demons. 

He believed that the majority of the mo would waver like the lizard demon general. 

If they received actual benefits, their beliefs might change. 

“Alright, since you’re not going to say it, I won’t waste my breath.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ”  Liu er, I’ll let you suffer for a while. You can transform into this guy.  

Chen Xiaobei did not bring six-eared macaque here for nothing. 

“No problem!” 

Six-eared macaque smiled and started to activate his power. 

Because the lizard demon General’s cultivation had been crippled, it only needed a little spirit Qi to 

transform. 

“Whoosh …” 

With the activation of his special ability, six-eared macaque’s primordial spirit left his body and directly 

transformed into the lizard demonic General’s primordial spirit. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

The lizard demon general was dumbfounded, his face filled with confusion.”He … How did he become 

like me? Furthermore, there is no difference at all … This … What is going on?” 

“You don’t need to know the answer!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes turned cold. He flicked his finger and shot 

out a stream of celestial core power, which destroyed the lizard demonic General’s already injured 

primordial spirit. 

Chen Xiaobei had given him a chance, but he did not cherish it. 

Letting him go would only reveal Chen Xiaobei’s Secret. Only by eliminating the roots could he be 

completely safe. 

Then, everyone’s eyes fell on six-eared macaque. He had all of the lizard demonic General’s memories. 



“I see …” 

Six-eared macaque combed through his hair and said, ” “It’s extremely difficult for the demonic realm to 

open a passage in the ancient Barrens! First of all, we have to break the spatial laws of the heaven realm 

and not be discovered by the heavenly path sages!” 

 therefore, mo Luo Wu Tian and the 27 sages-to-be of the devil World must be in charge of the 

formation. They must form a special space formation to connect the space crack between the celestial 

world and the devil World. From there, they can continuously send troops and resources!  

“Understood!” 

 no!  Chen Xiaobei said, ” mo Luo Wutian was afraid that the heavenly path Saints would find the 

passage, so he personally guarded it. He used the power of the demonic mark to hide it from the 

heavens!  

Emperor Jiang and candle jiuyin finally got rid of their doubts, ” “No wonder … The demon race can only 

send out high-level profound deity at most! Neither mo Luo Wu Tian nor the sage-to-be Demon Lord can 

leave the formation!” 

 by the way, has mo Luo Wu Tian found the candle Dragon’s corpse? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“We’ve only confirmed the location, but we haven’t really found it yet!” 

“The candle Dragon’s body was the first to be discovered!” Six-eared macaque said. However, the 

environment at the end of the ancient desolate land was extremely harsh. The strange weather and the 

powerful demonic beasts had caused great casualties to the demon race! It’s still under excavation …” 

“Good! I’m relieved!” “As long as the demonic tribe hasn’t gotten their hands on him, I still have time!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, relieved. 

“Also, how did mo Luo Wu Tian find the corpse of the wizard ancestor? Even the heavenly path sages 

couldn’t find it. What method did mo Luo Wu Tian use?” Chen Xiaobei asked again. 

“I don’t know about that …” 

Six-eared macaque swallowed his saliva and said, ” that lizard demon general is only a lower-middle 

commander. He’s not qualified to know what mo Luo Wutian is capable of!  However, I’m sure that mo 

Luo Wu Tian has only asked people to dig up Emperor Jiang and the candle Dragon’s bodies. He has not 

found the third body! Of course, there’s another possibility. The other corpses are not in the North of 

the Dragon Sparrow mountain range!” 

 alright!  Chen Xiaobei made a decision.  if that’s the case, the most important thing now is to get the 

candle Dragon’s body back before the demonic tribe does!  


